## Topic 2
**Libraries Should Lead the Institutional Repository Initiative and Development at Their Institutions**

### Affirmative Argument

**Jim Ottaviani**  
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Email: hellpop@umich.edu

Libraries make people crazy. Nobody says it that way or in those exact words, but some of the things librarians do, I swear…

We ask people to return things, and if they’re overdue sometimes we charge them for it (unless they’re faculty, for whom even the idea of overdue fees and returning materials may be objectionable). We don’t buy enough good stuff, and we buy too much stuff that nobody cares about (meaning for many users: not enough of what I read, too much of what they read). Perhaps it’s a complaint unique to Michigan, but also generally we won’t violate copyright law for anyone’s convenience. (“I know you and Google scanned it, so let me have the digital copy!”)

Crazy. But for all our flaws, people also know libraries are expert at two things: free and forever.

Not that the material we provide access to is free, and not that we don’t realize that our best efforts at preservation sometimes fall short. But librarians are
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Recent surveys show that libraries indeed are leading in institutional repository initiatives and developments at their institutions. The Census of Institutional Repositories in the United States: MIRACLE (Making Institutional Repositories a Collaborative Learning Environment) Project Research Findings [1] reports that libraries take on between 40 to 60% of the responsibility for institutional repository planning and pilot testing. Other institutional units such as archives, central computing, CIO offices and central administration participate at these stages though with a considerably reduced amount of responsibility. At the deployment and implementation stage, however, the disparity of responsibility between these institutional units shifts considerably, with libraries taking the lead and assuming the majority share for their respective institutional repositories. A survey of members of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) on institutional repository development and deployment also found that libraries lead [2]. Units within the libraries, for the most part, are primarily responsible for institutional repository administration.

Returning to the topic of this position piece, it is not so much a question of whether or not libraries should lead. Libraries should very much be active leaders in institutional repositories, although institutional repositories require an extensive investment of resources for development and administration. The associated tasks necessitate a planned and deliberate coordination of a diverse and extensive collection of stakeholders, both within the library and most definitely outside of the library, including scores of producer and consumer sub-groups. Libraries have a rich history of serving the needs of these subgroups through traditional library functions and services, but
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magicians when it comes to hiding costs from users – articles from licensed journals materialize on desktops at the twitch of a finger, leading their readers to think they cost nothing. And if it’s old or fragile or rare? Researchers know better than to turn to their own shelves or rely on publishers for access to this kind of material. They come to libraries assuming that we have it and that we won’t make them pay to get it.

What does this all mean for libraries’ role in institutional repository development? Since the concept of free and forever is baked into the definition of an IR, librarians should find leading IR initiatives as natural as breathing.

Better still, IRs offer many additional features that libraries are adept at providing, such as access control and format migration. Most authors don’t think hard, and perhaps not at all, about those things, and they shouldn’t have to do so. That’s the library’s job, not theirs. To be fair, others have made it their job as well: Academic publishers are, after all, excellent at control and have realized the importance of migration. (Though in the early days of digitization, where did they go to fill in the often-huge gaps in runs of their backlist journals? Three guesses, and the first two don’t count.) So libraries are not uniquely capable in these areas, but they are arguably the best choice to lead institutional repository development and long-term preservation of access. Commercial academic publishers don’t provide preservation services to individuals, on-demand or without charging a lot of money. Libraries do those things, with handholding and a pat on the back added in as a bonus when needed.
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transferring this traditional library expertise to the requirements of a successful institutional repository program is not so transparent. It raises fundamental questions of both capacity (for instance, sufficient staffing levels) and capability such as sufficient staff skill and knowledge.

Instead, I believe this is a question about how libraries should lead. Libraries should not lead institutional repository initiatives if leadership, and subsequent institutional repository management, is exclusive. That is, libraries should share leadership and operational responsibilities with other campus units. From several years’ experience participating in institutional repository planning activities at a large research university, I understand the many challenges associated with institutional repository development, particularly in coordinating with numerous campus constituencies in a landscape of too many priorities and too few resources. Libraries are well positioned to lead; this responsibility should be, however, a joint management endeavor at the operational level, with concrete contributions from other institutional units as opposed to simply expressions of affirmative sentiment.

Consider trends in institutional repository deployment. In a 2004 interview Cliff Lynch described institutional repositories as “terribly fashionable” and said “everyone wants to claim to be building one” [3]. Three years later, in the forward to the MIRACLE census, Abby Smith wrote, “One of the paradoxical findings of the survey [is] that there is detectable urgency on the part of libraries to implement institutional repositories, even as early adopters report difficulties in achieving the purposes for which they built them” [1, Foreword]. While there are many mitigating factors that impact adoption and success in institutional repository development, these quotes reflect a challenge for leaders. How do libraries manage institutional repositories, negotiating among the ever-evolving needs, objectives and issues, in light of the current climate of shrinking budgets, a lousy economy and shifting priorities at institutional and departmental levels? If they wish to take on this task just as early adopters are revisiting their institutional repository programs in light of post-deployment difficulties, libraries should reconsider their approaches to leadership and management by revisiting the seminal definition of an institutional repository provided by Lynch in 2003 [4].

Lynch wrote, “While operational responsibility for these services may reasonably be situated in different organizational units at different universities, an effective institutional repository of necessity represents a collaboration among librarians, information technologists, archives and records managers, faculty, and university administrators and policymakers.” Seven years after this statement was published, operational responsibility sits squarely within libraries. This
Responsibility may have been charged (that is, delegated by the provost) or self-fulfilled (that is, adopted by libraries). Do we know if a co-managed, shared operational model would be more beneficial than exclusive operational management by libraries? No, because we do not have a pool of examples from which to evaluate. Granted, such a shared management and operations model would not be easy to implement since collaboration, like leadership, is a challenging task. The challenge is reflected in the second part of the excerpt above and raises the issue of the (at times) ambiguous distinctions between collaboration and cooperation.

To cooperate in institutional repository development is to support it. “Cheerleading,” or advocacy, should be placed on the side of cooperation. To collaborate in institutional repository development, however, is to contribute to it. Resource allocation is very much on the side of collaboration (for example, programming, hardware and software support; staffing and funding).

Again, considering the findings from the MIRACLE census and the ARL survey, there is evidence of both collaborative and cooperative partnerships between the cast of players described by Lynch. However, these partnerships are most active during planning and pilot testing phases and tend to drop off at the operational stage. This trend was confirmed in interviews this author conducted for a study on institutional repository planning [5]. Institutional repository managers were asked to comment on their libraries’ collaboration with other campus units. Interviewees described their activities as a library-specific enterprise, with the exception of campus-wide representation on planning committees. As institutional repositories continue to develop and emerge, new collaborative models for operational management may very well contribute to improved and sustainable services.

Continuing to borrow from Lynch, an institutional repository is “most essentially an organizational commitment to the stewardship of these digital materials, including long-term preservation where appropriate, as well as organization and access or distribution.” Organizational commitment may be manifest in many ways, including dollars. Just as surveys show a trend in responsibility between planning (shared) and operational management (exclusive), there is also a trend in funding between initial infusions of project and planning support to subsequent operational, recurring funds. Per the MIRACLE census, funding is primarily provided – or will be provided for planned and piloted instances – by libraries.

A fuller treatment grounding Lynch’s definition in actual, real-world deployment activities is outside the scope of this paper. But even this abbreviated consideration leads to the question: Can libraries, exclusively, accomplish the tasks explicit in Lynch’s definition in their institutional
repository development and deployment activities? From reports on planning, libraries have been deliberate in building a cohort of stakeholders from across the institution to inform project development activities, reflected in the diversity of institutional repository planning committees. However, in the transition from projects to emerging, and presumably sustainable, programs, the libraries’ role has transformed from major player to sole player. This change complicates the already intense task of building and managing institutional repositories.

For an appreciation of the extent of this endeavor, consider the complex and comprehensive criteria enumerated in the Trustworthy Repositories Audit & Certification (TRAC): Criteria and Checklist [6]. This reference is offered not to advocate audit and certification for all repositories (though that would be another useful exercise for the affirmatives and negative stances taken throughout this special section), but simply to demonstrate the series of critical steps, requirements and decisions necessary for the development and operation of a “trustworthy” institutional repository. Potentially, libraries, and in turn institutional repositories, would be better served though a sharing of these responsibilities with other expert agencies on campus. It would certainly decentralize the requisite funding and thus present a potentially more sustainable model.

Further, the need to reconsider shared leadership is not just exclusive to the institutional setting. Libraries should also look to collaborations and resource sharing with other libraries and organizations external to their respective institutions. There are several examples of deployed consortial institutional repositories, but there are other ways, bound by consortial boundaries or not, that libraries can build these ties or improve upon existing collaborative relationships.

To return to the question: Can libraries, exclusively, accomplish the tasks explicit in Lynch’s definition in their institutional repository development and deployment activities? My simple response: No. My irresistible, hokey response: Just like there is no I in Team, there is no I in Lead (and yes, I know I should have just resisted).
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